REISSWOLF, dogado GmbH Powers SaaS Document Management System with Virtuozzo

“REISSWOLF f.i.t.—our customized SaaS DMS solution, has reduced our time to market by 30% and ultimately increased our profits.”

— Torsten Wellnitz, CEO of REISSWOLF

About dogado: Dortmund-based dogado GmbH is a cloud hosting provider for business customers. Founded in 2001, dogado develops and markets reliable, innovative managed cloud and hosting services for SMEs. Dogado supports its business customers with customized cloud solutions for the digital transformation process.

About Reisswolf: REISSWOLF is the leading provider of safety concepts conforming to data protection requirements for the retention, management, and destruction of files and data carriers in Europe. Sectors such as banking and insurance, or public institutions including ministries, schools and local government bodies, as well as hospitals, law firms, tax accountants, and more trust in REISSWOLF’s solutions.

Executive Summary
REISSWOLF specializes in secure document management systems (DMS). Although digital DMS has been widely adopted by many global industries, REISSWOLF saw a market opportunity to help more small and mid-sized enterprises (SMEs) benefit from its technology.

REISSWOLF turned to cloud hosting trailblazer dogado GmbH to customize REISSWOLF f.i.t.—their popular DMS solution—for SMEs. Leveraging Virtuozzo Containers™, dogado delivered an easy-to-use SaaS version of REISSWOLF f.i.t. that’s highly secure, highly efficient to reduce costs, and scalable.

Today REISSWOLF is achieving 30% faster time to market—and higher profits—as more SMEs adopt their product.

Challenges
The transition to digital document management poses two major challenges: data security and data management. REISSWOLF’s previous version of its DMS addressed those concerns by operating on a dedicated platform. Each customer instance was safely isolated and offered sufficient performance. But that approach wasn’t suitable for a scalable operating model.

To create an effective SaaS-based DMS, dogado knew that REISSWOLF’s solution had to meet three critical requirements:

Security: Every instance is completely isolated; applications and databases are not shared.

Scalability: Memory capacity increases per instance, maintaining performance as data grows.

Automation: Hundreds of instances can be available quickly; new instances are installed in seconds with real-time provisioning.

Solution
Dogado used its automation platform CloudPit—powered by Virtuozzo—to deliver REISSWOLF as a SaaS solution. They mastered the balancing act between dedicated servers and virtual machines with a secure, reliable product that’s available to end-users and resellers in seconds.
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“Dogado used its automation platform CloudPit—powered by Virtuozzo—to deliver REISSWOLF as a SaaS solution. They mastered the balancing act between dedicated servers and virtual machines with a secure, reliable product that’s available to end-users and resellers in seconds.”

— Daniel Hagemeier, CEO of dogado GmbH

Virtuozzo Benefits

Dogado’s CloudPit draws on Virtuozzo to make REISSWOLF f.i.t. a competitive product with many compelling benefits:

**DATA SECURITY**
Built-in data encryption allows dogado to eliminate the need for REISSWOLF to implement its own data protection.

**SCALABILITY**
Advanced, flexible memory management lets REISSWOLF f.i.t. scale as businesses demand more storage.

**LIVE MIGRATION**
Live migration enables REISSWOLF to nearly eliminate software-based HA mechanisms and drastically reduce development costs.

**ZERO DOWNTIME**
Fast and timely updates eliminate downtime when REISSWOLF f.i.t requires critical updates.

**AUTOMATION**
New instances are up and running in seconds. Both dogado and REISSWOLF can quickly market their product and generate more revenue.

**SUPPORT**
The Virtuozzo support team is available 24/7.

“It used to take several days—sometimes weeks—to make document management systems available. Thanks to Virtuozzo’s technology, our product is now available in a matter of seconds!”

— Torsten Wellnitz, CEO of REISSWOLF